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of the Dominion Parliament, and that, if it tive way of settling the matter. It is a time when all classes are called upon vj£
could be suspended at all by a colonial author- It is a very perplexing situation, calling for to bear unusual burdens. The labor unions
ity, it must be by the Provincial Legislature, grave consideration, and all the more difficult should be prepared to bear theirs, even to the
and not by the Dominion Parliament. This becausè, the Premier and a large proportion of point of submitting for the time being to con-
contention Mr. Justice Bruneau has upheld, the Cabinet being in England, there cannot be ditions which they may feel are unjust. No
The issue raised in the Montreal case was thus that full consideration of the whole subject by right possessed by the working people should
quite different from that raised in Alberta, the Cabinet which is so desirable at this time, be in any Way impaired. But with their rights
but in both cases the result was to stamp the _____________ the men should be willing to accept corres-
Order-in-Council as illegal and void. _ ponding responsibilities and, if necessary, bur- " f.}

dens. Wherever there are grievances they 
should be fairly considered by employers, and ", 
then, jf adjustment be not reached, concilia- , 
tion or arbitration should be agreed to. The
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The LoanThese judicial decisions have produced a 
situation that is most perplexing. It is an-, 
nouneed, apparently with authority from Ot-
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The peril

T is announced from Ottawa that the Gov-I Victory 1a 
the hurt pi 
period y»« 
scribers at 
Finance tt

tawa, that the Government and the Military eminent, after full consideration, have 
authorities will ignore these decisions, and decided that the coming loan shall, like all pre- employers who will lock out their workmen, 
continue to enforce the provisions of the Or- decessors, be issued free from Dominion taxa- and the workmen who will strike, without first

There is tion. “ With such a large body of existing se- exhausting all the resources of arbitration and 
eurities tax free,” the announcement says, “it conciliation are guilty of what is tittle short 

Supreme Court of Canada to review the de- was felt that it would jeopardize the success of treason. 
cisions adverse to the Order-jn-Council. the new loan to make it subject to income tax- The workmen of Canada are intelligent, and 
In the meantime the Government will con- ation and attempt to float it at the same in- in various ways they have given evidence of 
tinue to enforce the Order-in-Council.* terest rate as the last issue. If made subject their desire to take a patriotic part in this

It is possible that this is the most convenient to super-tax, those desiring such securities crisis of the Empire. Our Government do well 
way of dealing with the matter, and the Gov- would purchase on the market tax-free seeuri- to appeal to them, as is being done in the man

ner indicated in the memorandum just issued 
at Ottawa. If their leaders will take the
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tier which has been declared void, 
to be at an early day a special session of the Si. curious fa 
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eminent may feel that,, having the moral sane- ties in preference to subscribing to the new 
tion -of Parliament, in the form of resolutions, war loan.” 
they will be justified in treating the Order as 
legal. The urgent need of additional men for The assumption that a new issue must bear the wdl be well.

The reasoning is by no means conclusive, advice in the spirit in which it is given, all
e.-

the battlefront was the ground on which the same rate of interest as the last one is not 
Government placed their action. That need warranted. An increase of the rate had to be 
may still exist and, if so, the Government will made between the first and later loans. What 
feel that they should put forth every possible insuperbable objection would there be to an

increase between the last loan and^the next one Î 
It is pretty certain that the money will cost
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• Ireland E^-4.

>effort to supply it. HE most unpleasant feature of the re
cent turn in Irish affairs is that it givesOn the other hand, the announcement of an 

intention to treat the decisions of our estab- ^he country gix per cent. A straight six an opportunity to the extremist section of the
lished courts with defiance is not pleasant Per een* l°Bn would have something in its Irish to repeat with emphasis that “you can’t
reading for those who attach importance to favor. If the increase from 5V£ to 6 is too rely on any promise that the English make re-
the observance of law and order. - It is not to mucb (5% would be a very inconvenient rate) specting Ireland.” That is an old cry of the
be assumed that the decisions in question arcs *be situation might be met by adhering to the irreconcilables, and occasionally it is taken
sound. Lawyers and even judges occasionally P®r cen* rate, and making the issue price Up by others. Even John Dillon, the
differ. The Minister of Justice is a lawyer of ex- sufficiently low to cover a fair tax estimate. 0f John Redmond as leader of the National-
cellent reputation, a retired judge. The Deputy ^ *s evident, however, that to obtain the very jst8) îq- his temporary association with the
Minister of Justice is recognized as a very able large sum that will be asked, the Government g;nn pejn party'on the question of conscrip-
lawyer. Other officials of the department are wiH need the cordial co-operation of the banks tion, use(} the old

and financial houses of all kinds. If the man-
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Only a few weeks ago Mr. Lloyd George 
in a deliberate speech in the British House of 
Commons, said his Government had decided 
to bring forward a new Home Rule bill for 
the immediate settlement of the Irish ques
tion. At the same,time he announced, with 
no less emphasis, that conscription would be 
immediately enforced in Ireland. Statements 
of so grave a character should not have been 
made without the fullest consideration of 
every phase of the Irish question. Not only 
did all shades of Irish political opinion (apart 
from the Ulster Unionists) combine in opposi
tion to conscription, but practically the whole 
Roman Catholic Church in Ireland, led openly 
by the Bishops, took the same course. It is 
easy to say that Ireland, like any other part 
of the Empire, should supply its share of men 
for the army. There is no logical answer to 
those who make this claim. But the fact re

pression on
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lawyers of good standing. It is to be assum
ed that all these were consulted before the agers of these institutions have reached the

conclusion that the loan cannot be made suc-
V 
■ wOrder-in-Couneil was adopted and that they 

advised that through the procedure proposed cessful without the granting of tax exemption, 
it would become good law. Nevertheless, the Finance Minister can hardly be blamed for 
judicial authorities entitled to respect have accepting and acting on their advice. But it 
said the Order-in-Council is void. Chief Jus- *s a clear case °f serving the purpose of the 
lice Harvey dissented from the opinion of his moment at the expense of future embarrass- 
colleagues of the Alberta court, which has 
brought on this trouble. But that opinion be
came the judgment of the court. In a subse
quent proceeding the Chief Justice said that 
until set aside by a higher court the judg
ment must be obeyed. Until overruled 
by higher judicial authority, the decision
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r The Strikes
HE Dominion Government have made anT announcement respecting labor troubles 

of the Alberta Supreme Court, and that of which is all the better from the fact that it 
a single judge in Montreal entitled is of a persuasive and advisory character, ra
te respect. It is not a good thing to find ther than in the peremptory terms in which Or- 
any citizen, still less a Government, proclaim- ders-in-Council in so many matters are express
ing a refusal to bow to the decisions of the ed. The member of Government who told
judicial authorities of our country. If our a committee of strikers in Nova Scotia recent- • T , , . .... . , .
statesmen will not respect the law as it is in- ly that at this time “everybody must fight or m£un®. a r<daild IS bitterly hostile to con- 
terpreted by the courts, how can we expect work,” put in short form something that 8criptl0n and that an attempt to enforce com-
the individual citizen to do sot The call- should be recognized more widely than it has Pu s°ry service t ere woul probably have
ing out of soldiers to resist the orders of been. Both in Great Britain and the United en e M isaster.
the Supreme Court of Alberta creates an States—in the former under the leadership,
alarming situation. The prompt summoning largely, of Arthur Henderson, and in the latter xbracketed together in the Premier’s promise, 
of the Supreme Court of Canada to review under the leadership of Samuel Gompera—the abandonment of the first no doubt neces- 
the adverse decisions may help to meet the labor organizations of the nation have respond- seated the dropping of the other. Lord 
difficulty, but perhaps it would not settle ed splendidly to the call of patriotism. In Curzon’s recent speech in the House of Lords
the points in dispute. If the Supreme Court Canada, to a considerable extent, the labor *s taken to mean that nothing further is at
should over-rule the present decisions, in all unions have manifested the same spirit, but present contemplated by the Government 
probability somebody interested would carry it is simple truth to say that they have not respects the Home Rule bill. While this situa- 
the case to the Judicial Committee of the Privy done so as fully as their English and Ameri- tion is naturally denounced by the Irish Na- 
Council. That would involve considerable de- can brethren, 
lay. If the urgency of the demand for men
remains, so that the Government feel they re- ada, East and West. How far there 
quire what the Order-in-Council calls for, an 
early meeting of Parliament for the enactment Reasons which at another time might readily seemed to be in a fair way of solution, once 
of further legislation may be the only effec- be accepted, must be summarily dismissed now, more becomes almost hopeless of settlement.
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E.tionalists, we find Sir Edward Carson at Bel- 
There have been too many strikes in Can- fast again inflaming the people of the seb-

were ex- tion against Home Rule of any kind. So the 
cuses for such is not a point of importance, old Irish problem, which a little while
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